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The use of metaphor in architecture can create an unique
characteristic of a building. It is a simple design approach where
the architect can let the imagination run freely, creati ng poetry
through a build form.
The metaphor has the ability to influence how a building
is perceived, and to enhance its functions. In this publication,
metaphor is used to describe the Texas Tech University Library
as a spine. The concept behind the library as a spine is to
capture the quality and characteristics of the spine and transfer
it to the library. The transfer of these qualities is what makes
the use of metaphor in architecture poetry. The metaphor of a
spine should also be used to conceptually design the form of
the building, thus creating a new metaphorical interpretation of
'form follows function'.

Using metaphor in architecture creates a unique design
poetry where the form is an abstraction of the architects
imagination. Metaphor can also be used to communicate
the function of the building, thereby encouraging interaction
between the users, staff, and facility. This communication
between the users and the building is essential for a successful
use of metaphor.

A new university library, or research library, is needed at
Texas Tech University to accommodate the future increase in
students.
A research library main function is to "store bibliographical
and audio-visual materials and to make them available swiftly
to students, faculty and research workers. "1 As technology
improves, these bibliographic and audio-visual materials will
become digitalized, thus consuming a much smaller storage
space. As these spaces become smaller, we can increase other
spaces, such as study rooms or computer stations. Therefore, a
library facility should be easily adaptable to fit the current needs
of the users.
With such changes, the traditional library, which served
as a storage and distribution place of books, will soon change
to a learning center, where the patrons meet and exchange
knowledge.

Texas Tech University plans to increase its student base
size from 28,000 to 40,000. 1 This significant increase of students,
within a period of ten years, requires immediate attention on
the library's size and ability to accommodate them.
To accommodate the increase in students, there are
two possible methods to go about. We can either develop an
additional expansion to the current library, or we could design
and construct a new state-of-the-art facili ty with new and
advanced technology. Based on the Texas Tech master plan
and future projects, a new structure will be most beneficial. The
new site for the library will allow for the development of the West
Pedestrian Mall, which will have a perpendicular connection with

the Discovery Mall. In addition , this site will allow for the growth
towards the west side of campus, forming a new university
center. This center will g ive a closer access to the library from
each academic building.
The ulti mate goal of this project is to increase the library
size in order to fulfill its demand as a research library, where
Fig. 1.1- campusAerial

about 40,000 students wi ll be able to access it.

The new site for the Texas Tech University Library will be
located on the east side of campus, around the proposed West
Pedestrian Mall. This location has the possibility of serving as a
connection to two different academic field. It will also connect
the discovery mall with the proposed west pedestrian mall, two
major pedestrian circulation traffic.
This site will also mirror the Student Union Building. By
setting these two buildings apart, we can spread the students
to under-populated areas, stimulating additional interaction
between students and faculties in different fields of study. This
unification of the campus will increase the education level of the
students.
Additional advantages for a new building design are
ease of sizing the building for future growth, cost effective
staff adjacencies not limited by the structure, ability to meet
handicap accessibility regulations , and no need for temporary
relocation 1 .

Metaphor is a descriptive language mostly used in
poetry. It is a tool in wh ich writers use to stimulate creativity and
imagination. It gives new qualities to a commonly perceived
subject. The dictionary's definition of metaphor is "a figure
of speech in wh ich a term or phrase is applied to something
to which it is not literally applicable in order to suggest a
resemblance."1 To suggest that unrelated subjects are the
same can cause confusion. The use of metaphor resolves this
confusion by grabbing the qualities of the two subjects and
stating thei r similarities. For example, in the abstract section
of this book, I give the architect's imagination an ability to
"run ". Since imagination can not literarily run , the statement is a
metaphor.
Another definition for metaphor is a "figure of speech
that implies comparison between two unlike entities, as
distinguished from simile. "2 This type language allows us to give
such entities unrelated qualities in order to describe it and give
a visual imagery. The use of metaphors in writings produces a
higher quality style with an imaginative emphasis.

Therefore, metaphor is seen as "the fundamental language of
poetry. "1 In a way, the main goal of a metaphor is to give a new
characteristics to an entity.
The root of the word metaphor comes from the Greek
language, meaning a transfer, or to transfer. 2 It has a strong
philosophical background in which many have studied, but few
have mastered. Aristotle was a Greek philosopher who wrote
on many different subjects including rhetoric. He defines the
metaphor as:

consists in giving the thing a name that belongs
to something else; the transference being either
from genus to species, or from species to genus,
or from species to species, or on the grounds of
analogy.

Aristotle definition of metaphor is very broad. The philosophy of
metaphor is very difficult in nature.

But the greatest thing by far is to be a master of
the metaphor. it is the only thing that cannot be
learned from others; and it is also the sign of genius
because a good metaphor implies an intuitive
perception of the similarity in the dissimilar.

-Aristotle, Poetics

We use metaphor everyday, whether if its by the way
we think or speak. It has been incorporated into our way of
life. For most people, metaphor is used "as a device of the
poetic imagination. "

1

As George Lakoff states, metaphor is

"not just in language, but in thought and action. "2 We think and
communicate to each other using metaphors that has been
used for many years, becoming part of a norm.
When a boss is trying to inspire his employees to work
harder, he/she might say 'time is money. ' Time is not literarily
money, it is a figure of speech that allows for time to absorb the
quality of money. In this expression , time is meant to be valued
as much as money. You wouldn 't throw away your money, like
most people will easily waste away their time. By saying time is
money, the boss actually means for the employees not to waste
their time and work harder.
As you can see, metaphor has become part of our
lives, whether you realize it or not. We are constantly using it
as a descriptive method of communication . "The essence of
metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing

in terms of another. "
How metaphor can relate to architecture is best observed
from the definition found in the Encyclopedia Britannica Article.
"The distinction is not simple. The metaphor
makes a qualitative leap from

reasonable,

perhaps prosaic comparison, to an identification
or fusion of two objects, to make one new entity
Fig. 2.1 - Book Stack Diagram

partaking on the characteristics of both."1
When applying this to architecture, one goal of a metaphor
is to fuse an idea or concept into the design of the building.
This fusion creates poetry that is seen and experienced . The
reasonable approach to architecture can be seen through the
theory of form following function. With this method of design,
architects can produce similar looking buildings with completely
different functions . The "qualitative leap", in my opinion, refers
to the decision made by the designer which he chooses
what to create; "new entity partaki ng on the characteristics of
both." 2 This leap requires the architect to have an ability to find
similarities from unrelated entities, as previously quoted from

Aristotle. The first example of how metaphor can be used in
architecture is seen from the current Texas Tech University
Library. The exterior shell of the library was designed to resemble
books stacked next to each other. In this metaphor, the library

is a stack of books. The common characteristic between the
two entities are the holding of the books. This fusion creates a
poetic language with the user, communicating the function of
the building.
Britannica also refers metaphor as "the fundamental
language of poetry. "1 This statement is significant to architectu re
because with the use of metaphor, we are creating poetry in a
new type of language. Poetry has a unique quality to it. The
phrases of poetry are not repetitively used by different writers,
as a way of norm. The first metaphor should be a creation of
the imagination, by different architects. It is applied to a specific
project only, after a full analysis. When applying metaphor
successfully, the architecture can become an accepted style to
the specific function of the building. This style will be copied by
other architects in pursuit of a similar language. The metaphor

also "develops continuously in complexity just as ordinary
language does. "1 As it becomes a norm in architecture, we
can use those methods to apply new concepts and ideas, thus
creating new poetic architecture.

Architecture metaphor is the association a person has with
the building based on their personal experience and memory.
When a person walks down a street and sees a building that
resembles a computer or a monitor, then you might think that
the function of the building might have to do with electronics.
Not always will the appearance of the building be associated
with the function. Another example can also be seen at the
Texas Tech University campus, in Lubbock, TX. The Rawls
College of Business building design resembles a calculator.
The building serves as office spaces for the professors. It is
where all the knowledge (of the professors) is stored for the
student's use, likewise a calcu lator. This ability to associate a
building to an unrelated entity is what makes an architectural
metaphor successful.
Metaphors can come during the design process, or it
can be seen after the completion of the project. The Sydney
Opera House in Australia is one example where you can see
Fig. 2.1 - Rawls College of

many different metaphors because of the shape and organic
feel. 1 Some people associates the opera house with white sea

shells. Others may see the form resembling the shells for turtles.
Both ideas can be found in the surrounding of the project's
site. As you can see, the metaphor does not have to be tied
to one specific analogy. It can resemble many different things,
depending on the memory and experience of the observer.
Sometimes, a metaphor can be unclear because of the
experience of each individual. Some might be able to associate
the looks and feels of the building with many different ideas.
This experience created by the imagination allows for the user
to have a closer interaction with the building.
l
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Fig. 2.4 - 'Turtles
making love
metaphor."

For a metaphor to be successful , the analogy has to be
clear, and something that most people will be able to relate
and understand. If you create a space center museum with a
metaphor of a new organism found in Mars, then most people
would not be able to associate it with the design. First of all ,
most people would not know what this organism looked like, or
its characteristics, therefore have no ability to associate. Also , it

Fig. 2.5 - Sydney
Opera House

has the possibility of creating an unwanted metaphor. In contrast,
if the design is simple and clear, such as the Business

Administration building (Rawls College of Business), then the
metaphor becomes a lot more successful and easily seen .
There are problems that can occur when using a metaphor.
Different cultures have different experiences and way of life. The
Nakagin Capsule Building, by architect Kisha Kurokawa is one
example of how different cultures will interpret metaphors . To
our society, this building resembles many washing machines
stacked up on one another. The pushed and pull rectangular
areas, with a circular window in the center of these boxes, all
contribute to the washing machine metaphor. What the architect
has successfully accomplished in his culture 's perspective is to
resemble a bird 's nest. 1 The Japanese people builds bird 's
houses out of concrete boxes, and places a hole in the middle.
This is the metaphor used in this project. The function of th is
building is an apartment for business people who often fly in for
their meetings. The association of birds flying and the business
Fig. 2.6 - Nakagin
Capsule Building

people flying for their meetings is what gave Kurokawa the
metaphor idea.
A benefit you can obtain from having a metaphor

is the association you create with the function of a building.
A successful metaphor will often be used by many different
architects. Overtime, the metaphor analogy will fade away,
resulting in a common , everyday norm. As more and more
people associate a metaphor or the looks of a building with
the functions of it, they become aware of its characteristics,
and engrave them into their mind. The more the society has
experience with, the more of a norm it becomes.

While designing a library for Texas Tech University,
what is th is analogy, or metaphor I want to create? From
history, libraries served as a storage place of information and
a place to access them. With the technology available to us,
the definition of a library is slowly changing. With a previous
conversation with Dr. Dyal1 , Texas Tech University Dean of
Libraries, he foresees many changes rapidly taking place. One
of the biggest changes that are cu rrently occurring is that the
books are becoming digitalized. Books are being scanned and
stored in a much smaller space compared to the current stack
space. Although Dr. Dyal suggestion that someday all books
Fig. 2.7 - Digitalization
Diagram

might be digital, I believe that the physical copies will still be
presence. Nevertheless, with these changes taki ng place, the
function of a library must also adapt. From being storage of
books and a place where people can access them, the new
library is changi ng to a place where interaction takes place
between users and staff, user and user, and staff and staff. This
interaction is held with the exchanging of knowledge through
socialization , discussion, and collaboration.
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A possible metaphor associated with the new functions of a
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library is seen from a spine. A spine consists of 24 vertebrae,
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which holds and supports the spinal cord. The spinal cord is
_____. INFO

what holds and transfers the signal from the brain, to the body.
The spine also seNes as a support for the head. In addition,

_____. INFO

the spine connects the upper body to the lower body. In order
to keep the metaphor simple and clear, in such a way where

___. INFO

anybody will be able to see and understand, only the three
main characteristic of a spine will be fused into the design of

___. INFO

the building .
The brain holds a vast amount of information, allowing

---. INFO

it to control every part of the body. From moving a finger to
breathing, the brain sends this signal to the specific part of

i

the body through the spine. In this metaphor, the brain acts
Fig. 2.8 - Vertebrate
diagram

like the books and all sort of information you can acquire.
Such information also includes the technology available, such
as the information you can gain from internet searches. The
information from the brain, or books/computers, allows the user
to accomplish the research they are performing. Similar

to the spine, a library is a channel used to transfer, or provide
information for the users. Whether the information comes from
books or from another individual, allowing the users to interact
creates a beneficial learning environment.

Ruskin Library
Lancaster University, 1997
Ruskin Library is an example of how metaphor can be
successfully applied to architecture. The site of the library is
located at the entrance of Lancaster University campus. This
location calls for a design consisting a transition between the
modern architecture and the 1960's campus buildings. The
design of this library uses a metaphor of a church to gather
people inside. The double height glass entrance gives that
modern church-like appearance, while applying a curved stone
wall on its sides. The curve shell extend past the glass entry,
separating the exterior from the warmth of the interior colors.
This separation clearly defines the entry of the library, connecting
the old with the new.

As the floor plan suggests, this building also serves
as a gateway to the university. "It forms an escarpment at the
west boundary of the University, and offers a dramatic view
towards the sea. "1 The entrance, located at the light of the floor
plan , is obstructed by the archive stacks, forcing the users to
experience the building, rather than directly enjoying the view.
Once the users have walked through the building, they reach
the reading room where the "dramatic view towards the sea"
can be observed.
The hallway encourages the users to explore the library,
leading them to the brightest room inside. The huge windows,
which frames the sea, serves as the unknown destination, in
which the users will explore. Day lighting at each end of the
hallway is what encourages this type of exploration.

Phoenix Central Library
Phoenix, Arizona
The design of th is library

is a "poetic metaphor of

Arizona's unique natural beauty. "1 The great, curved west
facade captures and imitates the beauty of Arizona's sunset.
The materials used as the skin also creates a contrast between
the sky and building. As seen in the top image, the fabric
material in the south elevation grabs the light rays from the sun ,
to give th is elevation a yellowish tint.
The cloth scales captures the sun as it sets, reflecting
light inside of the building. Its purpose serves as bringing nature
inside the stacks and reading room. It diffuses the sun lights as
not to damage the books with UV rays.

The plan of the building shows the private spaces,
located on the East and West edge of the building, holding
the stacks, in which an analogy of knowledge being beauty is
used. Similar to the exterior design of the library capturing the
beauty of nature, the interior floor plan captu res the beauty of
intelligence.
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Another important aspect in the design can be seen in
the sections. The floor height of the fifth floor is double height.
This allows for non-concentrated natural lighting to penetrate.
The skylight, placed at the structural columns, captures the
changing color of the sky.

Bellevue Regional Library
Seattle, Washington
The Bellevue Regional Library also serves as a connection
between two parts of the city. It connects the town centre with
the car park and neighboring areas. This connection gives the
library an image of civic importance. It also encourages people
to go inside the building, as a shelter from nature. The brief
experience through the building might spark interest of the user
to learn more about the functions of the building. This spark of
interest is extremely important for the increase in patrons.
The interior shot has a open view to the users passing
by. Having this type of openness inside the building may
encourage the users to circulate in different parts of the building.
The experience from the circulation of the building intrigues an
exploration interest of the building. As mentioned previously,
this is a positive type of spark designers look for within their
building.

3

Libraries were first served as a place to store books,
documents, encyclopedias, and other sources of information. It
also served as a place for its patrons to access such information.
Research libraries are commonly found in large universities,
where its students use it to perform quality research and as a
quiet place to study.
With the vast amounts of books, a classification order
is necessary in order to keep the stacks organized. The Texas
Tech University library uses the Library of Congress Call Number
Classification. The main classification catalogue is broken down
as followed: 1

A - General Works
B - Philosophy, Psychology, Religion
C - Auxiliary Sciences of History
D - World History and History of Europe, Asia, Africa,
Australia, New Zealand, ETC.
E - History of the Americas

F - History of the Americas

G - Geography, Anthropology, Recreation
H - Social Science

J - Political Science
K -Law
L - Education
M - Music and Books on Music
N - Fine Arts
P - Language and Uterature
Q- Science

R - Medicine
S - Agriculture
T - Technology
U - Military Science
V - Naval Science
Z - Bibliography, Ubrary Science, Information Resources

This is a main breakdown of the classification order.
Within these main subjects, an additional division of these
categories takes place to further narrow the classification. This
breakdown can be found at http://library.ttu.edu/ul/reference/
lc.php.
With the technology constantly developing, the functions
of the library is slowly chang ing. Some example of how the
technology is changing can be seen from the ability to digitalize
books. The digitalization of books transforms the physical
books into digital files. This can be accomplished by either
scanning each pages of a book, or by re-typing the whole book
into a word processing program. The digitalized version of the
book allows for a smaller storage space and ease of access
from a remote computer connected to the internet. The process
of information sharing and storing are becoming easier within a
research library.

Mission Statement
Through individualized service, the Texas Tech University
Ubraries connect users with resources that advance intellectual
inquiry and discovery. 1

Vision Statement
Texas Tech University Ubraries will have the resources necessary
to offer uncompromising service; be

a

research library of

international stature,· magnify the reputation of the university and
the value of education; be
life of the University. 2

a key component in the intellectual

Having experienced the current library, there are several
design goals that needs to be accomplished in order for the
library to be successful in fulfilling its mission statement. The
design can serve as method to influence the user's behavior.
Applying the theory of Architecture as a Metaphor can further
enhance in the design concept of the spatial requirements. We
are able to transfer the qualities of the metaphor and apply to a
specific space of the program.
The metaphor used in this project, the library is a spine,
can be used in many different ways. One example is a spine
serves as a channel where information from the brain travels
and is distributed to the rest of the body. This quality can be
used in the design process of the library by creating a main
circulation for the users. Within this circulation, the users can
break off into separate areas of the library.
Some of the main goals needed in the new design are
open stacks, visible circulation , increase of natural lighting,

and a connection to nature. The objectives for the library is
to provide a friendlier stacks, stimulate learning, create social
interaction, and discourage bad behaviors. The library should
also have ease adaptability for future needs.

The current library consists of five levels of stacks, a
mezzanine, ground floor, and a basement. In the stack levels,
each floor feels like a thin box placed on top of another. This
design creates a dark, secluded spaces where some students
have shown fear to use during the night and when alone. To
discourage inappropriate behavior in the library, we must
completely eliminate such spaces.
For the design of the new library, each floor must have
a visual connection with one another. The floors must open up
Closed Stacks

Fig. 3.1 - Diagram
showing how stacks can
be opened

Semi-Open Stacks

Open Stacks

with one another throug h an atrium of some sort. By introduci ng
an atrium in the book stacks, we are able to visually and spatially
connect all five levels of the library.
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In addition , the atrium will also allow for natural lighting to
flood between each floor, thus reducing the amount of artificial
lighting required during the day. Direct sunlight can be harmful
to the books because of the high concentration of ultra violate
rays. These rays can cause the book to fade, turning the pages
yellow, as you can see from newspaper left in the sun. Diffused
day lighting is an accepted method of flooding the stacks with
natural light. Another possible solution is to use glass panels
that blocks harmful rays. In addition, the atrium serves as a
reversible light box both at day and at night. Daylight will spread
from the atrium, into the stacks or artificial lighting can spread
from the stacks, into the atrium. This allows for lights from each
floor to spread into one another.
Lastly, a big issue of the stacks comes from the female
patrons. These patrons have a fear generated by the design
of the stacks. The low lighting and closed box design creates
a seclusion from the staff and other patrons. The proposed

Fig. 3.2 - Diagram of
light in atrium going
_ _ _ _ _.&.;;o....;;;...._.....;;....,.;;.a._ _ _ _...... both directions.

atrium will aid in eliminating this generated fear by opening the
box and allowing lighting to flow between floors.

Stacks

The circulation between floors is also problematic.

Stacks

The current methods of circulation between the stacks are

Stacks

two elevators and three sets for fire stairs. These methods of
circulation does not stimulate the interest of the users to move

Stacks

from floor to floor. It only serves as a method to move from point

Stacks

A to point B to the users who knows what they need.
The new circulation should stimulate the needs for the

Vertical Circulation

rrrrrrrrr •

users to explore the library. It should be open and friendly in
order to invite new users. This can be achieved by having a
grand stairs in which most of the users circulate about. Elevators

LLLLLLLLL

should be a secondary source of circulation .
The horizontal circulation wi ll run straight through the

Horizontal Circulation

building, capturing the users, and sending them off to their
destinations. This resemble a spine transferring information to
different parts of the body.

Circulation

Fig. 3.3 Circulation
through building
diagram

As the technology increase, the function of the library
seems to be slowly changing. A vast amount of research are
becoming available over the internet. The need to go to a library
in order to do research are slowly diminishing. Most of research
by students are done over the internet. Libraries are becoming
a place were the students go to do group projects, use the
computers, and socialize, rather than research. 1
Because of this changing function of the library, there is
a need to design with adaptability in mind. If you design while
thinking about the possible changes that the library might go
through can help in the building's long term lifetime. The needs
for the library are going to change from being a shelter for books
and information to a place students can go to share knowledge
with one another. The spaces are going to change from stacks
to work stations.

Fig. 3.4 - Image of book
stacks
Fig. 3.5 - First floor image
of computers

Different types of building requires different special
needs in order to function properly. A library building has many
specific requirements needed to operate. Elaborate security
system tracking and controlling the usage of the books, full
structural analysis to ensure the capability of handling the
collection loads, and special controlled environment to reduce
deterioration of the materials are all important requirements .
These are a few of many special requi rements that goes into
construction. The following pages will cover some of the major
issues.

There are several issues that must be addressed in the
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should be used for books that are seldom used . The compact
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shelf are electronic shelves that open and closed based on the
need of the user. He or she can choose which isle they need
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The shelving requ irements for adults is diagramed at the
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left. The maximum reach should not exceed 81 inches, with a
max. shelf height of 72 inches 2 .

Fig. 3.6 - Shelf size

--------=~---....c..t...._requirements.

In order to keep book theft down, electronic sensors
are required at each entrance of the library. These sensors are
placed to discourage bad behaviors. As Dr. Dyal have stated,
HUS

SIQJlllTY/CllEC<OUI
Sl'STWSUMA

1~

UB'IARV
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svsm.1

the sensors are there to remind the patrons that they might
have forgotten to check out a book. Intentional theft will occur
no matter how tight security is. The addition of these sensors
will reduce in lost and misplaced books.

STAITSTATJON IUO(RS

A new technology, which will also control the detection
of unauthorized books leaving the library is a self-check out
!Uf<HEO<OUI SIATIOllS

Fig. 3. 7 • Security
system diagram.

system. Thi s system allows for the user to check out their own
books, without the assistance of a staff. This will minimize the
amount of circulation staff, reducing its operation 's cost. As
the books are checkout, the system registers which books are
checked out, and turns off its magnetic strip. This allow the
user to pass through the sensors without setting them off. The
diagram at the left1 shows how this system operates.

One of the major issues with Dr. Dyal is the adaptability
of the Library. The functions of the library is constantly changing ,
therefore it must be easily adaptable to fit the new demands.
One issue with adaptability is when creating new spaces within
the library. A problem surges from the lack of necessary power
outlets. Since we don't know what the future holds and how the
spaces will change, we can 't predict how much power outlets
the library will need. A solution to this situation is to have a power
grid that runs on the ceiling of each floor. This grid will allow for
a constant change in space with an ease in supplying power to
different configurations.
Another issue with adaptability is the need for a stable
wireless connection to the internet. The current library has many
dead zones that receive little to no connectivity. This limits the
location of where students using laptop can work. These dead
zones must be eliminated by investing in additional web access
point with stronger signal . These c urrent dead zones are located
with the stacks, where the book stacks and low ceiling interfere
with the signal strength.

Different spaces requires different temperature and
Reading Rooms and Stacks
Microform Archives
Archives
Magnetic Tape
Fig. 3.8 - Environment
control range.

Humidity

Temperature

humidity level. Having extreme levels of temperature and

30%
30 - 40%
45 - 55%
48 - 52%

68 - 70°F
59 - 76°F
63 - 68°F
63 - 68°F

humidity can have a negative impact on the library's holdings.
A recommended humidity and temperature for each type of
holdings varies. Reading rooms and stacks should contain a
30% humidity level with the temperature between 68 - 70 ° F.
Additional holdings requirement can be seen at the left.
With the new library design possessing an open atrium
to the stacks, noise pollution will have to be considered in the
design. Using different materials will aid in reducing the noise
volume. Also, the arrangement of the stacks can contribute to
the reduction of noise pollution in adjacent spaces. Complete
silence is also undesirable1 . Small quantity of background
noise unconsciously comforts the users. In a situation where
a complete silence is present, the slightest sound will distract
the patrons from their studies. The majority of the external noise
pollution should be kept outside by designing suitable external
shells and by planting trees and shrubs that reduce the noise
effect.

Lighting should be designed appropriately to the use of
space. The placement of a light fixture should not impede with
the reading performance ot the patrons. As seen in the figure at
the left1 , if a light is placed in front of the user, then a glare from
the book will effect the reading abilities. Placing the light fixture
behind the user will reduce the glare.

Recommended Lighting Requirements
Area

.......·~

"· .• _/ I
~

Fig. 3.9 - Light reflection
diagram
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Book Stacks (Active)
Book Stacks (Inactive)
Circulation Desk
Conference
Corridors
Microform , files
Microform, Viewing
Offices
Reading Printed Material
Reading - Study and Note taking
Washrooms

EIS (foot candles)

30
5
70
30
20
70
30
150

30
70
30

Different space should be group according to their
function and needs. With the proper analysis and adequate
grouping, a building can become more efficient and stimulate
user behavior. The grouped areas separate public and privates
spaces, creating a controlled environment. It separates the
patrons with the administrative staff. Grouping spaces also
separates areas where noise pollution is not wanted. Placing
study rooms away from the entry and lobby reduces the noises
coming from outside.

Texas Tech Library
Ad1acency Matrix

•

8
0

Positive Adjacency
Neutral Adjacency
Negative Adjacency

Fig. 3.10 - Adjacency
Matrix

Texas Tech Library

.---------------

Buble Diagram

I

Outdoor Courtyard
-----...a

L

Study Rooms I Conference Rooms I Browsing Areas
Com uter Stations

I

Bid. Services

J/

/

Vestibule

Verticle
Circulation
Circulation
-.. Desk/Services ,

(

Stacks

Restrooms

Tech
Services
Fig. 3.11 - Bubble
Director's Office/Offices/Administrative Services
---------------------------------------~ Diagram

Almelo Public Library
Almelo, The Netherlands
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Two main goals can be learned from this project. The
method to encourage users to explore this building is by offsetting the floors on each side of the building. The narrow,
7

rectang ular void where vertical circulation takes place allows
for a visual interest of the upper levels. This atrium space allows
for the user to have a visual of each floor as he progresses
through the building. This design element creates an interest
for the building to the users.

As seen in the image to the right, each floor is offset
from the adjacent atrium space. By offsetting the floors , the
user is able to see part of the floor above and below his current
location. This can help the user determine which location to
proceed to. This atrium space also serves as light well. Light
from windows above can freely dissolve into each stack level,
diffusing the sunlight from damaging the books.

I-

Richmond Hill Central Library
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
The regular structural bay can be seen as a metaphor for
the stacks. This structure allows for an organization placement
of the shelves that holds the collections. Structural bays are
favorable in large projects, therefore, the Texas Tech Library
shall consist of a structural bay.
This project uses diffused natural lighti ng in the top floor.
The photograph, section, and axonometric drawing shows how
the architect diffuses natural lighting. An upside down cone is
placed on glass cylinder that diffuses the light to the interior.
The placement of these skylights were created in such a way
that "light has been admitted, fi ltered, screened or blocked as
appropriate to each of the library functions and spaces. "1

Exeter Library
Exeter, New Hampshire
Exeter Library has many design example that makes its
function successful. The organization of the plan has several
benefits to it. It is arranged , in three different layers. The outer
most layer consists of study and reading areas. These areas
follow the perimeter of the building. This allows for the patrons
to adjust the amount of natural lighting. The middle layer is
where all the book collections are stored . These areas receive
natural lighting from two different sources. It receives diffused
lighting from wi ndows and from the atrium, the final layer. This
atrium bounces natural lighting off its concrete surface. Since
the atrium can also spread noises from the first floor up, the
second layer of compacted books compresses the volu me,
allowing for a adequate reading environment in the last layer.

The outer perimeter space of the building is a double
height space additional light penetrates the individual reading
rooms. In addition, the light diffuses in this space before
reaching the stack areas. Overall, this building consist of well
thought-out spaces with natural illumination.

6·

The current library has a total of 306,230 square foot 1 .

Current Library Space Prog ram
RoomType
Building Service
Central Computer or Telecommunications
Central Storage
Circulation Area
Conference Room
Conference Room Service
Individual Study Laboratory
Lounge
Mechanical Area
Mens Public Rest Room
Merchandising (Non E&G)
Office
Office Service
Processing Room
Research/Non-Class Laboratory
Research/Non-Class Laboratory Service
Stack
Structural Area
Study Room
Study Service
Womens Public Rest Room
Grand Total

Area (sq. ft.)
984.11
2,230.35
35.85
31 ,003.35
1,775.84
317.02
2,703.96
481 .84
15,473.28
1,677.60
1,395.08
54,708.20
5,241.58
18,781.69
2,041 .39
378.36
111 ,524.53
2.05
43,616.54
9,361 .70
2,495.85
306,230.17
Fig. 4.1 - Current library
square footage.

To determine the size of a library that is able to accommodate
40,000 students, a linear increase of area in proportion to the
increase of student was performed. Currently, the library is able
to accommodate approximately 28,000 students. The difference
in the increase of students is .approximately 42%. The linear
increase uses the 42% value and applies to the square footage
of the current library.

All of the room types have been expanded based on the

Expanded Library Space Program
RoomType
Building Service
Central Computer or Telecommunications
Central Storage
Circulation Area
Conference Room
Conference Room Service
Individual Study Laboratory
Lounge
Mechanical Area
Mens Public Rest Room
Merchandising (Non E&G)
OH ice
Office Service
Processing Room
Research/Non-Class Laboratory
Research/Non-Class Laboratory Service
Stack
Structural Area
Study Room
Study Service
Womens Public Rest Room
Grand Total

Area (sq. ft.)
1,405.87
3,186.21
51.21
44,290.50
2,536.91
452.89
3,862.80
688.34
22,104.69
2,396.57
1,992.97
78,154.57
7,487.97
26,830.99
2,916.27
540.51

117,509.00
2.93
62,309.34
13,373.86
3,565.50
395,659.91
Fig. 4.2 Predicted size estimate
based on growth percentage

percent of increase in students, except for the stack area. The
area for the stacks has been determined based on the following
principles.

Call Number
A
B

c
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M

N
p
Q
R

s
T
U-V

z

Classification Subject
General Works
Philosophy, Psychology, Religion
Auxiliary Sciences of History
General and Eastern Hemisphere History
History: The Americas
History: The Americas
Geography, Anthropology, Recreation
Social Sciences
Political Sciences
Law
Education
Music
Fine Arts
Language and Literature
Science
Medicine
Agriculture
Technology
Military/Naval Sciences
Bibliography and Library Science

Tolal Number of Collections
Fig. 4.3 Current
collection volume per
classification number

Number of books
67,768
80,589
8,536
100,075
41,222
45,522
43,073
239,992
52,135
19,485
65,528
54,404
64,198
285,961
301 ,167
45,926
49,888
157,523
9,316
30,330
1,762,638

The number of books and documents a library holds
usually determines the area needed for the stack space.
We can use the breakdown of each classification subject to
subdivide the stack spaces. The following breakdown of each
classification call number has been provided by Donna Ortega1 ,

Manager Ubrary Business Operation.
To determine the actual area needed for the stacks, the
number of volumes and an approximate number of volume per
square foot is needed. The number of volume per square foot
varies from the type of library it is. A public library holds about
15 to 18.5 volumes per square foot2. A law library, in the other
hand, holds only about 5 to 7 volumes per square foot because
of the thickness of the books. As a research library, 15 volumes
per square foot is an appropriate number to use.
1,762,638 vol. I 15 vol. per sq . ft. = 117,509 sq. ft.
The current area being used by the stacks in the library is
111,525 sq. ft. The difference is a tolerance allowed for growth
in the collection.

Dr. Dyal, Dean of Libraries, believes that the physical
space required to store the collection of books is slowly
decreasing 1 . There are several actions currently taking place to
reduce in stack space.
One strategy, as discussed earlier, uses technology to
transform the physical books into digital files. The library has
purchased massive scanners that scans, turns pages, and
identifies each letters, words, and paragraphs in the book. This
allows for the digital file to be interactive with the user, quickly
performing word searches within the book.
Another possible strategy is to have an off campus
storage that is easily accessible, if needed. The library is able
to keep track of all the books, and how often they are being
checked out. With a vast amount of books available, many have
not been used for years. Such books can be kept at the off
campus storage. If a student or faculty were to req uest these
books, a staff member of the library could easily access the
storage and deliver the books.

Predicting whether the area for the stacks will increase
or decrease is rather difficult because of the actions currently
taking place. To determine the square footage to use in the
design for the stacks, the formula with the total number of books
and 15 books per square foot will be used. The total square foot
of 117,509 allows for the storage of the current collection and a
10% growth in collection.

Space Requirements Detail
Space Type I Space Area

Room Name

Building Service

Custodial.001
Custodial.002

Building SeNice Total
Central Computer/Telecommunication

library.00001
Library.00002
Library.00003
Library.00004
Library.00005
Library.00006
Library.00007

797
797
797
797
797
797
797
3, 186

Central Stora£le
Central Storage Total

Libra~.OSxxx

Circulation Area

Chase
Hallway
Stairway

51
51

Circulation Area Total

2
32,524
11,762
44,290

Lg. Conte. Room
Md. Confe. Room
Md. Confe. Room

Conference Room Total
Conference Room Service
Conference Room SeNice Total

703
703
1,405

Central Computer or Telecommunication

Conference Room

Area (sq. ft.)

1,234
658
641
2.536

Cont. Rm. Service

452
452

Space Type I Space Area

Room Name

lnd1v1dual Study Laboratory

Individual Study Lab
Library
Library

Individual Study Laboratory Total
Lounge

Library.00101
Library.00102

Lounge Total
Mechanical Area

Area (sq. ft.)
1,394
1,727
741
3,862
481
207
688

Chase
Elevator
Mechanical
Men's Restroom

10,745
3,020
8,011
322
22, 104

Men's Public Restroom
Men's Public Restroom Total

Men's Restroom

2,395
2,396

Merchandising (Non E&G)
Merchandising (Non E&G) Total

Ubra~. 00103

1,992
1,992

omce

Library
Ubrary.OOxxx (x56)
Office

1,545
41 ,719
34,888
78, 154

Library
Ubrary.OOxxx (x13)
Office
OUice Service

721
3,391
647
2,728
7,487

Mechanical Area Total

Office Total
OUice Service

Office Service Total

Space Type I Space Area

Room Name

Processing Room

Library.00201
LI brary.00202
Library.00203
Process1n!:l Room

Processing Room Total

13,757
4,561
4,911
3,598
26,830

Research/Non-Class Lab
Research/Non-Class lab Total

Research/Non-Class Lab

Research/Non-Class Lab Service
Research/Non-Class lab SeNice Total

Research/Non-Class Lab

Stacks
Stacks Total

TBD

Structural Area
Structural Area Total

Chase

Study Room

Ubrary.00301
Library.00302
Ubrary.00303
Ubrary.00304
Ubrary.00305
Library.00306
Library.00307
Ubrary.00308
Ubrary.00309
Study Room

Study Room Total

Area (sq. ft.)

2,916
2,916

540
540

117,509
117,509

3
3

168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
168
60,791
62,309

Space Type I Space Area

Room Name

Study Service

Library.00401
Llbrary.00402
Llbra~. 00403

Stu~ SeNice

Total

Women's Public Restroom
Women's Public Restroom Total

Area (sq. ft.)
2,410
10,901

60
13,373

Women's Restroom

3,565

3,565

74
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Fig. 5 _1 _ Aerial of

campus
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Fig . 5.3 - Figure ground
plan
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A

ten

minute

walking

radius from the memorial circle
determines where the academic
buildings should be located. This
radius is approximately 2400 feet. 1
By having a ten minute walking
t-lf•''c>Tii.,,,--'9I~ radius, the university is able to

keep its class schedule without

-

This land use map shows
the

major

academic

concentration

building

around

of
the

Memorial Circle. The majority of
~

~-=""'..'5 ·1

the athletic buildings are located
North of campus. Resident halls
are surrounding the academic core
of the campus.

- -~

·~~-

Fig. 5.5 - Current land
use diagram

There are slight changes in
future land use. These changes are
mostly restricted by the campus
Master

Plan.

One

significant

change in the land use is where
Thompson Hall is located . This
area will change from residents
hall use to academic use.

- -

-----..~--

Fig. 5.6 - Future land
use diagram

A new business administration building has been
developing for the past few years. A proposed site is where
Thompson Hall is currently located. Placing an academic
building at this location allows for a development of the North
Entrance Gateway. This entrance would serve as the main
access for the people traveling on Marsha Sharp Freeway. In
this plan 1 , the footprint for the business building is ind icated by
the letter A. A future expansion of the building is hatched east
of the site. Footprints C and D is where the cu rrent track and
soccer field is located. The new field has not been planned at
this time.

Prthrred Alternatlu: Near· Term

North Campus Getewey Preci n c t Plan
Te xas Tech Unive r s it y
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Fig. 5. 7 • B.A. Future
site
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library's users is a main issue to
consider. The current library has
two major lots available; south of
the library and north of the student
union . After analyzing the parking
surfaces, we can see that the
majority are located west of the
Engineering key axis. Picking a site
with plenty of parking opportunity
increases in the accessibility to the
patrons.

'f....
""
Fig. 5.8 - Parking
Diagram

The pedestrian malls are
spaces used by pedestrians. These
spaces are open and unoccupied
by buildings. It provides a clear
vision space from beginning to
end.

The

English-Philosophy

building was placed in the middle
of the South Pedestrian Mall in
order to reduce the scale. The
Discovery Mall runs from the clock
-<
I

•

f

•

tower, located East of Carpenter-

l

Wells to the Engineeri ng Key. The
west mall (light green) has not
i

...
-

0.

been fully developed.

1
~ .~

It contains

paved parking surfaces, interfering
with it its green continuity.

1

-

..

-

-

---

Fig. 5.9 - Pedestrian
Mall Diagram

Another

important

aspect to consider in order to
determine a building site is the
existing
I
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underground

tunnels.

•

• .

These tunnels connect buildings
together for different purposes.

-

One of the purposes are for
maintenances,

such

as

trash

collection. Connecting the library
to a segment of these tunnels will
serve as several benefits. We can

• .• . J.

avoid weather damages, such as
rai n, to the books and documents
when changing buildings. It can
also be used to transfer books from
different library branches, once

.... .

again, avoiding weather damages .

·.

Fig . 5.10 - Underground
Tunnel Map

The final site has been determined based
on the development of the West Pedestrian
~

Mall , the underground tunnels, parking, ten
minute walk radi us, and future developments.
The metaphor of a spine in the Texas Tech
library will benefit the most at th is location. It
will allow for the qualities of spine, such as a
channel of information, to communicate with its
users by its functions. The proximity of this site
to the Memorial Circle creates a closer distance
from different academic building. Additional
parking will need to be developed in order to
accommodate the Murdough Residence Hall,
South of the site. The future development of
the business administration building would
also benefit by bringing the student population
closer.
Fig. 5.11 - Proposed site

These images are of the current discovery mall. A similar design,
where pedestrians will be the primary users, will be developed
adjacent to the new library design proposal.

East View
North View

University Of Virginia
The campus consists of a lawn that leads to the
university's library. This lawn, similar to the pedestrian malls
at Texas Tech University, is surrounded by dormitories facing
each other. The capturing of the lawn by these three buildings
creates a secluded envi ronment from the outside world . This
type of environment is suited to stimulate learning.
The organization of the campus allows for on campus
residents to benefit the most for the education. Having a library
in close proximity to the dormitories stimulates the student's
learning performance.
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Metaphor should be used in every design to create the
poetic manner in which the functions of the building is enhanced
by its elements. Through this project, I have found that by using
metaphor, you are constantly thinking about the experience of
the users in the spaces you create. This path that I chose to use
metaphor is one of many different ways that you can interpret
it. Because of the size of this project, it is crucial that the
metaphor is directly correlated with the user's experience, and
not just the building . Personalizing the metaphor to the patrons
increases interest to the use of the building . The library serving
as a spine of the Texas Tech campus unifies the future Business
Administration building with the English-Philosophy building
through a proposed West Mall. The spine, which runs adjacent
to the mall, serves as an alternate path, protecting the students
from he summer heat, or raining days. The building itself serves
as a protective shell where information is transferred between
students.

The design began with three main goals. The first goal
was that the library has to serve as a connection between two
different zones of the campus, while still being centralized and
easily accessible to the other zones. These zones, as seen on
the image to the left, consist of the engineering key, student
union building , arts and sciences, and the future business
administration development. Because of the location of these
four different zones, the best centralized site is found to be east
of Murdough Dormitory.

Sclleme 1

The second goal to the design was to create a spine
through the building, to serve as an alternate, protected
pathway to the students. This path serves as an alternative to
the proposed West Mall. The alternate path should also create
an ·experience to the users that encourages exploration of the
building through its spine.

~
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Finally, the last goal was to additionally create spaces
with the facade of the building. This ideas comes from the

~·
.
. -·.
•

.

current campus design where different building faces creates
exterior spaces, enclosed by several different buildings. With
this in mind, one of the faces of the new library proposal should
help define and develop the West Pedestrian Mall. This concept
has also help create the North and South plaza, as you will see
in the final design scheme.
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Study
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Study

Scheme 2

Offices

Stacks

Internal Courtyard

Study Spaces

I

Pedeslnan Mall:

+

look at scale of the design in proportion to the adjacent
buildings

+

separation from current student union and library adjacency
(good or bad?)

+ use of different metaphor to develop new ideas

,.
~

+ scheme 1 : spine metaphor has potential for development

South-East View

North-West View from West Pedestrian Mall
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